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                                    Clear and upfront pricing so that you can purchase the domains with confidence
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                                    We initiate most domain transfers within same business day of the purchase
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                                    100% Purchase Protection Guarantee. Receive full refund if we are unable to trans   fer the domain for any reason
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                                Guaranteed Delivery

                            

                        


                                                    
                                About SmartChat.us

                                SmartChat.us is a captivating domain name that instantly evokes a world of possibilities. With just two syllables, it exudes brevity and packs a punch. The name implies a platform where intelligent conversations unfold, where minds connect and ideas flourish. It encapsulates the essence of modern communication, promising seamless interactions and meaningful exchanges. This versatile name is ideally suited for startups in the tech industry, particularly those focused on chatbots, artificial intelligence, or messaging services. Its concise nature makes it memorable and easy to pronounce, ensuring it leaves a lasting impression on potential users and clients alike.

                            

                        
                                                                            
                                Possible Uses

                                a Bot & AI Brand, a Tech Startup, an Agency & Consulting Business, professional services companies and many more!
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                                Escrow Service By Squadhelp.com

                                Secure Payment and Escrow Service via Squadhelp.com: World's #1 Naming Platform, Trusted by 30,000+ Customers Worldwide
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                                (877) 355-3585                            
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                        What's Included:

                        	
                                Domain Name: SmartChat.us 
                                    

                                    
                                        Transfer of ownership for domain name to your account.
                                    

                                

                            
	
                                Purchase Protection Guarantee
                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Domain transfer guaranteed or receive 100% refund
                                    

                                

                            
	
                                                                    Secure Escrow via Squadhelp.com
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                    Frequently Asked Questions
                


                
                    
                        How secure is the payment?
                    

                    
                        
                                    The Payment and Escrow process is handled by our partner, Squadhelp.com. With over 30,000 customers worldwide, Squadhelp offers a peace of mind guarantee to Domain Buyers. 
                                

                                
                                    The payment is held securely by Squadhelp until the domain is successfully transferred to your ownership. If for any reason the domain can not be transferred, you will receive a full refund for your purchase. 
                                
                    

                

                
                    
                        How does the transfer process work?
                    

                    
                        Once you complete the payment for your domain, you will have access to our Transfer Center where you can select your transfer preference (i.e. Domain Registrar where you would like the domain transferred to). The domain transfer specialists from our partner, Squadhelp, will also reach out to you via email along with detailed instructions for the domain transfer. Typically most transfers are initiated within 24 hours of domain purchase.

                                                        If you need assistance at any time, you can reach our transfer specialists 24x7 via chat, email or phone. 
                                                    


                

                
                    
                        What is your refund policy?
                    

                    
                        If for some reason you do not wish to move forward with the purchase, you are entitled to a refund as long as following conditions are met:

                        	You contact us within 5 days of purchase to request a refund.
	We haven't yet initiated the domain transfer to you.
	Your domain was purchased with outright payment (not installments)
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                    Featured for two consecutive years in the Inc 500 list of America's Fastest Growing Companies.

                            

        

    



    

    
                        
                
    

    
        
            
    
    

